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Completing the list of 2007 bestsellers from our February Chronicle:

TOP 5 AUDIO CRIME
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ABBEY’S TURNS 40
A Continuing Retrospective: Part 3

When Abbey’s was at 477 George
Street, I compiled a number of
lists of crime authors who were
of particular interest to our
customers. All in all, I seem to
remember compiling about 20
lists, which were available free.
TOP 5 NON-FICTION CRIME
After we issued the first Crime
Chronicle from 66 King Street, I
Keith Devlin & Gary Lorden: Numbers Behind Numb3rs:
compiled a complete Crime
Solving Crime with Mathematics (Pb $19.95)
Catalogue - a long and arduous task - and typed it up
Michael Kuzilny: Life in Crime (Pb $24.95)
before sending it to the printer (this was before
Peter Doyle & Caleb Williams:
City of Shadows: Sydney Police Photographs 1912-1948 (Hb $65.00) computers!).
In March 1987, being a martyr to the cause, I prepared
Tony Reeves: The Abe Saffron Dossiers (Pb $24.95)
a second edition and again typed it up for the printer.
Angela Kamper & Charles Miranda: My Brother’s Keeper (Pb $24.95)
In 1994, we issued a third and final 94-page edition
TOP 5 CRIME ANTHOLOGIES
called Crime Scene, which thankfully was compiled
Mike Ashley (ed): Mammoth Book of Perfect Crimes & Impossible
with the assistance of a computer! This included a
Mysteries (Pb $24.95)
True Crime section and a list that matched characters
Otto Penzler (ed): Pulp Fiction: The Villains (Tp $32.95)
with their creators. The fiction section also highlighted
Sara Paretsky (ed): Sisters on the Case (Pb $17.95)
Australian authors. It was a
Otto Penzler (ed): Pulp Fiction: Crimefighters (Pb $22.95)
huge task and a very timeDana Stabenow (ed): Powers of Detection (Pb $18.95)
consuming one.
PS. A bug got into the system in last month’s Chronicle.... Peter Temple’s Although I always had good
The Broken Shore got rave reviews on the First Tuesday Book Club on intentions to revise this
ABC TV in Australia (although it almost certainly also got rave reviews in the edition, that never quite
happened. Nowadays, what
UK as well, where it became a bestseller).
with the internet and
websites, it is probably
Easter Hours
somewhat passé, but I
Good Friday 21 Mar (Public Holiday)
Closed
believe, and I hope, these
Saturday
22 Mar
(Public Holiday)
8.30am - 6pm
were useful tools at the time.
Sunday
23 Mar
10am - 5pm
Monday
24 Mar (Public Holiday)
10am - 5pm
Francis Durbridge: Paul Temple and the Sullivan Mystery
(4 CDs) $39.95
Kerry Greenwood: Murder in the Dark (7 CDs) $29.95
Agatha Christie: Dumb Witness (2 CDs) $29.95
Arthur Conan Doyle: Sherlock Holmes Collection (8 CDs) $70.00
Ellis Peters: Devil’s Novice (2 CDs) $39.95

A CASE SOLVED?
On Sunday 3 February, I went along to Partners in Crime at the Hughenden Hotel to hear Breanda Cross
speak about her book Shark Arm Unhooked? (Pb 264pp $24.95). It was fascinating to hear about her
interest in the infamous and sensational (at the time) Shark Arm Case and how she came to write her book.
Although told in novel form, Breanda thinks it should be called ‘faction’ as the book is peopled with real
people and what they did. Drinking, drug dealing, muggings and the occasional murder, these were
everyday occurrences in Sydney’s Surry Hills in 1935. Then something happened. Something so bizarre,
so strange, that the world tuned in daily to find out what happened in the Shark Arm Case. They never did
find out... until now. Meet all the famous and infamous characters of the time including Tilly Devine and
Kate Leigh. It is a story of a time when the crims were bad, the cops were corrupt, and it didn’t pay to
squeal. A fascinating journey back in time! I have a few copies left from the talk and that is all I can get, so
first come first served.

- Peter

Modern Crime
James ANDERSON
The Affair of the
Mutilated Mink Coat
(1981)
216pp Hb $49.95
Inspector
Wilkens #2.
The Earl of Burford
hosts another slightly
batty,
thoroughly
baffling house party...
Nothing can top the
merrily
murderous
1930s house party for a
puzzler! Due Mar
(English)

KEY
academic
banking
canine detectives
clerical
cosy/malice domestic
culinary/food
fbi
feline detectives
forensic
horse racing mystery
Journalists
medical
military
native american
police procedural
political/legal
psychological
private eye
romantic suspense
sport
spy
suspense/thriller
Pb = Paperback
Tp = Trade Paperback
(slightly larger)
Hb = Hardback

Roderick ANSCOMBE
Virgin Lies
320pp Pb $13.95
One summer day, Boston forensic
psychiatrist Paul Lucas gets a call from
his social worker wife, Abby, a nine-yearold girl has gone missing. Paul, an expert
interrogator, is called in to help evaluate
the testimony of the only witness: a
homeless woman who happens to be a
paranoid
schizophrenic.
Further
interviews with other possible witnesses
go nowhere, frustrating detectives and
calling into doubt Paul’s role in the case.
Believing the girl is alive but soon to die,
Paul is pushed to the brink of a
professional abyss… Due Mar (American)
Susan ARNOULT SMITH
The Timer Game 512pp Tp $30.00
Grace Descanso is a young single
mother working for CSI San Diego. It’s a
demanding job, Grace can’t spend as
much time as she would like with her 5year-old daughter Katie. But when a
routine crime scene turns into a
bloodbath, Grace realises that someone is
after her. Then Katie is snatched from
their house... Due Mar (American)
Sarah ATWELL
Through a Glass Deadly
288pp Pb $13.95
Glassblowing Mystery #1. Glassblower
Emmeline Dowell has made a home for
herself among the artists of Tucson’s
Warehouse District. But her friendship
with troubled newcomer Allison McBride
takes a dangerous turn when Allison’s
husband turns up dead in Em’s studio.
Now Emmeline is involved in a murder
investigation that reaches beyond the
sunny Southwest. And when the killer
acts again, it’s up to her to pick up the
shards of Allison’s life before it’s too late.
Due Mar (American)
Deb BAKER
Dolly Departed
288pp Pb $13.95
Dolls to Die For Mystery #3. When doll
restoration artist Gretchen Birch finds the
owner of a dollhouse shop murdered, she
winds up in the thick of a mystery of
miniature
proportions.
Due
Mar
(American)
Karna Small BODMAN
Checkmate
384pp Pb $13.95
Computer genius Cameron ‘Cammy’
Talbot of Bandaq Technologies has
developed a program whereby she’s able
to hack into the guidance system of an
incoming cruise missile and redirect it
back against whoever fired it. Meanwhile,
a Muslim terror group bent on taking
over Kashmir has stolen three Pakistani
cruise missiles, one of which it has fired
into India in an effort to provoke a
nuclear response against Pakistan. Debut.
Due Mar (American)
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S J BOLTON
Sacrifice
352pp Tp $32.95
Moving
to
remote Shetland has
been
unsettling
enough
for
consultant surgeon
Tora
Hamilton,
even before the
gruesome discovery
she makes one raindrenched Sunday
afternoon. Deep in
the peat soil of her
field she is shocked to find the perfectly
preserved body of a young woman, a
gaping hole in her chest where her heart
has been brutally removed. Three rune
marks etched into the woman’s skin bear
an eerie resemblance to carvings Tora has
seen all over the islands... Debut. Due Mar
(English)
Allison BRENNAN
Killing Fear
320pp Tp $33.00
Six years ago, lawyer Theodore Glenn
was convicted of brutally murdering four
strippers in San Diego. But as he was
dragged from the courtroom, he made a
vehement promise to kill all those who
testified against him… Due Mar
(American)
Sandra BROWN
Play Dirty
416pp Pb $20.00
His release from prison should have
been the end of Griff Burkett’s troubles,
but it wasn’t. Once an American football
star, Griff is now reviled by fans for
throwing a championship game. His
fortune lost, he remains under the dark
shadow of suspicion for an unsolved
murder. Moreover, his worst enemy, the
man who has pledged to destroy him, is
tracking his every move. So when
eccentric millionaire Foster Speakman
offers Griff a vast amount of money in
exchange for impregnating his wife
Laura, Griff readily agrees. Little does he
know that this bizarre contract will trap
him in a web of betrayal, with deadly
consequences... Due Mar (American)
James Lee BURKE
Jesus Out to Sea (Short Stories)
256pp Tp $33.00
This powerful new collection ranges
across landscapes that Burke has made
his own, from rural Louisiana and
Mississippi to war-torn Vietnam and a
New Orleans ravaged by Hurricane
Katrina. Told with his trademark blend of
lyrical prose and hard-eyed realism, they
bring a host of extraordinary characters to
vivid life: soldiers and prostitutes, nuns
and children, musicians and gangsters, all
the while movingly exploring the near
certainty of tragedy to come and the
smouldering embers of possibility in the
ashes of blighted lives. Due Mar
(American)
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W J BURLEY
Wycliffe and the Dunes Mystery
(1993)
219pp Pb $20.00
Cochran Wilder disappeared 15 years ago
while on a walking holiday in Cornwall.
Recently released from a psychiatric
hospital after being convicted of indecent
assault, he had been a serious
embarrassment to his father, a prominent
MP. Now his body has been found,
buried in the dunes... (English)
Tom CAIN
The Accident Man560pp Pb $19.95
Meet the Accident
Man, Samuel Carver,
a good guy who
makes bad things
happen
to
bad
people. Ex-SAS, now
freelance mercenary
he is the frontline
weapon
of
the
“Consortium”,
a
black-ops
British
government outfit, or
is it? Carver is called to do a hit at very
short notice. He believes the target to be a
high-ranking Pakistani terrorist. The job
is to organise a car crash in a Paris
underpass. But Carver is being set up...
Due Mar (American)
Lorenzo CARCATERRA
The Chasers
432pp Pb $19.95
The Apaches, a cadre of controversial
former NYPD cops first appeared in
Carcaterra’s previous novel, Apaches (Pb
$17.95). In this sequel, set three years
later, the surviving members of the team
reunite to continue their relentless battle
against crime. Their new adventure is
kick-started by the machine-gun murder
of innocent bystanders in a Manhattan
restaurant. It’s the Apaches versus the
drug lords in an all-out New York City
street war. Due Mar (American)
Alex CARR
An Accidental American
240pp Pb $20.00
Nicole
has
experienced
enough danger and
excitement to last
her
several
lifetimes. But a sixyear
spell
in
Marseilles’
toughest prison has
cured
her
adrenaline habit. A
farmhouse buried
deep in the French
Pyrenees, a garden to tend, and the
occasional job whipping up a passport or
a visa to pay for her simple lifestyle will
do her fine. John Valsamis could have
been any tourist, a solitary American
needing directions in Nicole’s empty
corner of the world. But she knows he
isn’t... Due Mar (American)

Sean CHERCOVER
Big City Bad Blood
352pp Pb $15.95
Disillusioned
newspaper
reporterturned-private detective Ray Dudgeon
doesn’t want to save the world, he just
wants to do an honest job well. But when
doing an honest job threatens society’s
most powerful and corrupt, Ray’s odds of
survival make for a sucker’s bet. A simple
bodyguard job for a Hollywood locations
manager uncovers a rats’ nest of sexual
blackmail, murder, and high-level
political corruption, and Ray Dudgeon is
caught in a war between the FBI, the
Chicago police, and the mob. With the
line between good and bad blurring, Ray
doesn’t know who he can trust… Due Mar
(American)
Laura CHILDS
Dragonwell Dead
304pp Pb $15.95
Tea Shop Mystery #8. Although Theodosia
Browning barely knows a Phalinopsis
from a Bog Rose, she still enjoys
Charleston’s Spring Plantation Ramble,
especially since she can promote her
Indigo Tea Shop and her latest
concoction, Dragonwell Sweet Tea. But
the party’s over when Mark Congdon
wins a bid for a rare orchid, and promptly
dies. It looks like a simple heart attack,
but Theo suspects that someone
purposely turned his green thumb blue.
Due Mar (American)
Agatha CHRISTIE
Partners in Crime (1929)
224pp Pb $17.00
Tommy and Tuppence Beresford were
restless for adventure, so when they were
asked to take over Blunt’s International
Detective Agency, they leapt at the
chance. After their triumphant recovery
of a pink pearl, intriguing cases kept on
coming their way. Due Mar (English)
Hercule Poirot’s Christmas
(1939)
224pp Pb $17.00
Facsimile Edn
251pp Hb $30.00
Poirot #19. It is Christmas Eve. The Lee
family reunion is shattered by a
deafening crash of furniture, followed by
a high-pitched wailing scream. Upstairs,
the tyrannical Simeon Lee lies dead in a
pool of blood, his throat slashed. But
when Hercule Poirot, who is staying in
the village with a friend for Christmas,
offers to assist, he finds an atmosphere
not of mourning but of mutual suspicion.
It seems everyone had their own reason
to hate the old man. Due Mar (English)
The Adventure of the
Christmas Pudding (1960)
240pp Pb $17.00
Christie’s seasonal Poirot and Marple
short story collection. Due Mar (English)
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Carol Higgins CLARK
Laced
352pp Pb $15.95
Regan Reilly Mystery. Private
Investigator Regan Reilly and her new
husband, Jack, head of the NYPD Major
Case Squad, are off to Ireland for their
honeymoon. But their very first night at
romantic Hennessy Castle is interrupted
by a fire alarm that distracts hotel
employees from the theft of a valuable
antique lace tablecloth out of the castle’s
memorabilia room. Due Mar (American)
Harlan COBEN
The Woods
528pp Pb $20.00
20 years ago at
summer camp, Paul
Copeland’s sister died
in the woods, the
alleged victim of a
serial killer. Her body
was never found.
Now, Paul is the
prosecutor for Essex
County, New Jersey,
immersed in one of
the biggest cases of his
career - a case that will change everything
he believes about the past, and the truth.
Due Mar (American)
Susan CONANT
& Jessica CONANT-PARK
Simmer Down 304pp Pb $15.95
A Gourmet Girl Mystery. After a
trendy club owner is bludgeoned with a
food processor, Gourmet Girl Chloe
Carter finds the list of suspects longer
than the line to get in to Simmer, her chef
boyfriend’s hot new restaurant. Due Mar
(American)
Elizabeth CORLEY
Innocent Blood
288pp Tp $29.95
DCI Andrew Fenwick #4. DCI Andrew
Fenwick is up against a tough case. The
Choir Boy investigation, a project outside
of ordinary police jurisdiction, aims to
expose an infamous and increasingly
powerful paedophile ring. The pressure is
on as Fenwick’s refusal to play by the
rules means the prospect of new assistant
commissioner Harper-Brown taking the
case from him looms heavily. Due Mar
(English)
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Peter CORRIS
Open File
216pp Pb $19.95
Cliff Hardy #32. With his PI licence
cancelled and his career in Sydney at an
end, Hardy is preparing for a trip
overseas. Cleaning out his office, he
comes across an open file, an unresolved
case from the late 1970s. He starts reading
and is thrown back to his investigation of
the disappearance of Justin Hampshire.
At first glance a straightforward missing
person matter, the investigation took on
twists and turns involving military
history, Sydney criminals and corruption
at high levels. The Hampshire case took
Cliff from the south coast to the Blue
Mountains and posed some unresolved
questions which have preyed on his mind
for 20 years… Due Mar (Australian)
Judith CUTLER
Cold Pursuit 288pp Pb $19.95
Chief Superintendent Fran Harman #2.
When a colleague becomes seriously ill,
Chief Superintendent Frances Harman has
to delay her impending retirement to
oversee an investigation into a recent spate
of ‘happy slappings’ and minor assaults in
the Kent area. Initially, she begrudgingly
takes a back seat in the case, but it is not
long before she is once again perilously
close to the action. Due Mar (English)
Jeffrey DEAVER
The Sleeping Doll
544pp Pb $20.00
California Bureau of Investigation Special
agent Kathryn Dance is an expert in
kinesics, the science of interpreting
behaviour. It makes her a brilliant
interrogator. But she’s up against Daniel
Pell, a master of control, who mesmerises,
seduces and exploits people for his own
murderous ends. A convicted killer who is
known as “The Son of Manson” for the
chilling parallels between him and the
notorious ritual murderer. To track down
Pell before he destroys yet more lives,
Kathryn must enlist the help of people
from the killer’s past. Due Mar (American)
Hannah DENNISON
A Vicky Hill Exclusive
304pp Pb $13.95
Introducing Vicky
Hill, a suffocatingly
single
reporter
whose attempts at
finding the right
man and the scoop
of a lifetime take a
backseat to murder.
The debut of a brand
new series set in the
sleepy English town
of Gipping-on-Plym
features sweetly bumbling investigative
journalist Vicky Hill, who will do
anything to get that front-page story. But
the unusual death of local hedge-jumping
enthusiast just may lead to Vicky’s own
deadly downfall. Due Mar (American)
CRIME CHRONICLE

Carole Nelson DOUGLAS
Cat in a Hot Red Rage
384pp Pb $13.95
Midnight
Louie
Mystery. The hefty
feline
sleuth
Midnight Louie and
his human partner,
Temple Barr (whom
Louie refers to as “a
grown-up
Nancy
Drew
on
killer
spikes”), accompany
Temple’s outrageous
landlady, Electra Lark, to a Red Hat
Sisterhood convention. Trouble ensues
when Electra is accused of murder, and
it’s up to Louie and Temple to get her out
of the jam. Due Mar (American)
Dianne EMLEY
Cut to the Quick
Tp $32.95
Nan Vining#2. When Nan and her
precinct colleagues investigate the
murder of a glamorous LA couple, they
uncover details that lead them perilously
close to the path of a psychotic killer.
Someone who almost slashed Nan to
death and changed her life forever. Due
Mar (American)
Anthea FRASER
Next Door to Murder
256pp Hb $49.95
Rona Parish Mystery. Looking for a new
subject for her popular series on local
family businesses, Rona is pleased when
her friend Georgia offers to engineer an
introduction to Julian Willow, of the longstanding furniture emporium. Julian and
his wife Felicity welcome Rona’s interest,
and offer her all the help she needs to
write her article. Unusually, given Rona’s
propensity for uncovering dark secrets,
there seem to be no skeletons in the
Willow family cupboards. But this time it
seems there may be a mystery closer to
home... Due Mar (American)
Brian FREEMANTLE
The Namedropper 320pp Tp $27.95
Harvey Jordan is
‘The Namedropper’, a
man who has become
a
multi-millionaire
stealing and adopting
other people’s ID to
strip them of their
assets. He only uses
his real name during
the luxury vacations
he allows himself in
his favoured South of France. It is there
that he meets Alyce Appleton, the
deceived and betrayed wife of New York
commodity dealer and millionaire Alfred
Appleton. But when Jordan goes back to
England to a new assumed identity and a
new scam, a bombshell awaits him. His
affair with Alyce was recorded in every
detail by New York private detectives...
Due Mar (American)
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Barbara FREETHY
Silent Run
400pp Pb $15.95
Forced off the road by another car, a
woman wakes to find herself in a hospital
bed with amnesia and no ID. All she has
are her instincts telling her she’s in
danger. Then a handsome stranger
appears and makes a terrible accusation.
He was her lover, and her baby’s father,
until she disappeared seven months ago
without a word. Now they must put their
trust in each other to find their child and
discover who wants her dead... Due Mar
(American)
Stephen FREY

The Successor
384pp Pb $15.95
Make-or-break
decisions involving
millions of dollars
are all in a day’s
work for Christian
Gillette, chairman
of Everest Capital,
New York’s most
renowned private
equity firm. He’s
taken
on
the
toughest,
most
powerful,
and
often most dangerous adversaries and
prevailed, all the while honing his skill
for being cool under fire, literally. But
now Gillette will be put to the ultimate
test. He’s offered the chance to seal a deal
unlike any other, one that goes beyond
boardrooms, balance sheets, and even
Everest itself, one that will leave its mark
on history. Due Mar (American)
Ed GAFFNEY
Enemy Combatant
336pp Pb $13.95
In the trial of the decade, attorney Tom
Carpenter was just a spectator. Until, to
his own astonishment, Tom finds himself
thrust into a case primed to explode. The
whole world thinks Tom’s new client is
guilty of the worst act of terrorism since
9/11, except for one shadowy figure, who
feeds
Tom
astounding
inside
information. But just as the trial is about
to break wide open, Tom receives a
chilling threat. Suddenly Tom cannot
trust anyone, and his family must run for
their lives. Due Mar (American)
Ronald GAUTHIER
Crescent City Countdown
384pp Tp $34.00
New Orleans Mystery #2. Jeannette
Plaisance is back on the trail of another
elusive mystery, this time pursuing two
witnesses to the murder of hotel
executive in New Orleans. She teams up
with the co-owner of her private
investigation company to solve this case,
all of this occurring as the city witnesses
the maddeningly high re-emergence of
violent crime. Due Mar (American)
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Michael GILBERT
Even Murderers Take Holidays and
Other Mysteries 224pp Hb $52.95
Gilbert (1912-2006)
was one of the
greatest crime writers
to emerge after WWII.
Here
are
27
p r e v i o u s l y
uncollected
short
stories with themes
ranging from robbery
to murder. Included
are all the remaining
uncollected stories of Gilbert’s popular
series characters, Patrick Petrella,
Hazelrigg, Calder and Behrens. Due Mar
(English)
Mark GIMENEZ
The Perk
448pp Tp $33.00
Beck Hardin returns to his Texas
hometown, and his estranged father, after
the death of his wife leaves him with two
children to raise. The town is still reeling
from the murder of 16-year-old Heidi,
whose father, Beck’s old college friend,
asks Beck to help him find Heidi’s killer
before the statute of limitations runs out.
Meanwhile, Beck is pushed into
becoming town Judge, and he makes
some powerful enemies amongst the rich
white landowners when he refuses to
condone their treatment of the Mexican
workers of the town. As events escalate,
the landowners carefully plot their
revenge... Due Mar (American)
Andrew GREELEY
Irish Lace (1996)
171pp Pb $13.95
Nuala Anne McGrail Mystery #2. The
beautiful and fey, as they say in the Old
Country, Nuala uses her psychic abilities
to help solve mysteries. But even she will
admit that she couldn’t do it without
Dermot Michael Coyne, her devoted
admirer and self-proclaimed “spear
carrier”. Soon the pair is caught up in a
Civil War controversy, and an all-toopresent-day mystery involving a
sophisticated gang of art thieves, corrupt
politicians, and international terrorists.
(American)
Michael GRUBER
The Book of Air and Shadows
544pp Pb $25.00
A clever, pacey thriller set around the
search for a lost Shakespearean play. A lost
manuscript and its secrets buried for
centuries. An encrypted trail that leads to
incalculable wealth.
A Shakespearean
scholar tortured to
death. All clues in a
dangerous hunt to
find
a
hidden
treasure that men
are willing to kill,
and die for! Due
Mar (American)

Marion HALLIGAN
Murder on the Apricot Coast
264pp Pb $21.95
All is not as it seems in the calm, wellordered streets of the nation’s capital.
After the turbulence of their courtship,
Cassandra and the colonel have settled
into wedded bliss - only to have it
shattered by a death far too close to home.
With characteristic panache, much
reading between the lines, and a
magnificent wardrobe of women’s
clothes (his), Cassandra and her colonel
set out to find the truth in this eagerly
awaited sequel to The Apricot Colonel
(Pb $19.95). Due Mar (Australian)
Sophie HANNAH
The Point of Rescue
416pp Tp $33.00
Sally is watching the news with her
husband when she hears a name she
ought not recognise, Mark Bretherick.
Last year as a work trip fell through, and
desperate for a break, Sally took time off
and went on a holiday. There, she met
Mark and they had an affair. Now his
wife and daughter are dead, but the man
on TV is not Mark... Due Mar (English)
Charlaine HARRIS
Three Bedrooms, One Corpse
240pp Pb $15.95
Aurora
Teagarden
Mystery #3. Deciding if
she wants to go into
real estate becomes a
life-or-death choice for
Aurora
‘Roe’
Teagarden. A naked
corpse is discovered at
her
first
house
showing. And when a
second body is found
in another house for sale, it becomes
obvious that there is a very cool killer at
large in Lawrenceton - one who knows a
great deal about real estate - and maybe
too much about Roe. Due Mar (American)
Jonathan HAYES
Precious Blood
383pp Tp $32.95
New York City medical examiner
Edward Jenner thought he’d gotten out,
turning his back on forensics, and life,
after the nightmare of September 11. But
when a young student is found
murdered, her mutilated body hanging
on the wall of an East Village apartment,
Jenner is forced out of retirement. Due
Mar (American)
Sue HENRY
Refuge
288pp Pb $13.95
Maxie and Stretch Mystery. Maxie
McNabb and her miniature dachshund,
Stretch, are in Hawaii to help Maxie’s
friend Karen Bailey pack up her house.
But after a prowler tries to break in and
someone sabotages the plumbing, Maxie
suspects that Karen is hiding something...
Due Mar (American)
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Joan HESS
Damsels in Distress
336pp Pb $13.95
Claire Malloy Mystery. A Renaissance Fair
is coming to the relatively quiet college
town of Farberville Arkansas, which is
not the sort of news that usually sets local
bookseller Claire Malloy’s heart racing.
But with Claire’s daughter, Caron, being
the perpetually petulant teenager that she
is, and her fiancé, Police Lieutenant Peter
Rosen, away, she finds herself drawn into
the strange inner workings of the group
putting on the fair. Stranger still, a Ren
Fair volunteer has just been found burned
in the wreckage of a rented home... Due
Mar (American)
Reginald HILL
A Cure for all Diseases
400pp Tp $33.00
Dalziel and Pascoe #22. Some say that
Andy Dalziel wasn’t ready for God,
others that God wasn’t ready for Dalziel.
Convalescing in Sandytown, a quiet
seaside resort devoted to healing, Dalziel
befriends Charlotte Heywood, a fellow
newcomer and psychologist, who is
researching the benefits of alternative
therapy. With much in common, the two
soon find themselves in league when
trouble comes to town. Due Mar (English)
Graham HURLEY
The Price of Darkness
368pp Tp $33.00
DC Winter has gone undercover in an
attempt to infiltrate the inner circle of the
city’s premier drugs lord Bazza McKenzie.
Isolated from his colleagues, resenting the
way his superiors have presented him the
job as a fait accompli and abroad in a
world where money is easy and respect is
earned in brutally straightforward ways,
DC Winter is in his element. Worryingly
so... Due Mar (American)
Quintin JARDINE
Death’s Door (#17)
480pp Pb $20.00
When two female artists are murdered in
what looks like ritualistic killings, the
pressure is on to find a highly professional
murderer. What is the link with the art
world? It’s not long before Deputy Chief
Constable Bob Skinner gets called back to
the frontline. Due Mar (Scottish)
Craig JOHNSON
Kindness Goes Unpunished
288pp Tp $27.95
A Walt Longmire Mystery. Walt Longmire
returns for his third adventure but this
time he is in the City of Brotherly Love,
where no act of kindness goes unpunished
Walt has been the sheriff in Wyoming’s
Absaroka County for 24 years, where his
wit and charm have helped him solve
many crimes. But that can’t prepare him
for the savage attack on his daughter,
Cady, a Philadelphia lawyer who has
unwittingly become embroiled in a
political cover-up. Due Mar (American)
PH 9264 3111 FAX 9264 8993

Rique JOHNSON
A Dangerous Return
Pb $13.95
Detective Jason Jerrard #3. Jerrard has
been enjoying the good life. Retired at an
early age, he is relaxing and living the life
of his dreams, until the death of some one
dear to him forces him out of retirement
and back to the police force to investigate
the murder. Jason’s sudden return to the
police force threatens his relationship with
Monique and when revenge and betrayal
lead to a life or death situation, Jason has
to choose between his heart and mind in
order to survive. Due Mar (American)
Mari JUNGSTEDT
Unseen
368pp Pb $21.95
The island of Gotland is in the
middle of a busy tourist season and
getting ready for Midsummer, the 4th of
July of Swedish holidays, when a young
woman and her dog are found brutally
murdered. The dog has been beheaded
and is missing a paw; the woman is
naked, covered in gruesome axe wounds,
and her panties have been stuffed in her
mouth. What looks like a crime
committed by the victim’s jealous
husband keeps the local police force on
their toes. Then a second victim is found.
A serial killer terrorises tourists and locals
alike, and Inspector Anders Knutas has to
face additional pressure from the media
and local politicians who are worried
about bad PR for the island. Due Mar
(Swedish)
Daniel KALLA
Blood Lies
336pp Pb $15.95
“Kalla strikes again with another
perfect page-turner.“ - Lee Child. Due Mar
(American)
Andrea KANE
Dark Room
416pp Pb $15.95
17 years ago, Morgan Winter was
traumatised by the discovery of her
parents’ brutally murdered bodies in a
Brooklyn basement on Christmas Eve.
Now shocking new evidence overturns
the killer’s conviction and Morgan is
confronted with the horrifying realisation
that the real killer is still out there… Due
Mar (American)
Marshall KARP
The Rabbit Factory Pb $22.95
Welcome to Lamaar Studios. Once
a small animation house, it has grown
into an entertainment conglomerate
encompassing movies, television, music,
video games, and a sprawling theme park
called Familyland. When an actor
portraying Familyland’s beloved mascot,
Rambunctious Rabbit, is brutally
murdered on park grounds, Lamaar
executives fear that their idyllic public
image will be shattered. Feeling pressure
from the studio, LAPD Detectives Mike
Lomax and Terry Biggs must conduct
their investigation while avoiding the
public eye. Due Mar (American)
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Simon KERNICK
Severed
496pp Pb $21.95
You wake up in a strange room on a
bed covered in blood. You have no idea
how you got there. Beside you is a dead
girl: Your girlfriend. The phone rings, and
a voice tells you to press play on the
room’s DVD machine. The film shows
you killing your girlfriend. Then you’re
told to go to an address in East London
where you’re to deliver a briefcase and
await further instructions. There’s no way
out... Due Mar (English)
Christine KLING
Wreckers’ Key: A Novel of
Suspense
320pp Pb $13.95
From harbours of Key West to the wilds
of Biscayne Bay to the night lights of
Miami, Kling’s tough-minded heroine
has carved out a life that is uniquely her
own. Now, this fiercely independent
woman is at a turning point, and in a
dangerous duel with an unseen enemy.
Due Mar (American)
Jayne Anne KRENTZ
White Lies
416pp Pb $20.00
A woman with a psychic talent for
perceiving deception meets a man who
overwhelms
her
senses
with
premonitions of danger - and desire... Due
Mar (American)
John LANGE
Zero Cool (1969) 224pp Pb $13.95
Hard Case Crime. Dr. Peter Ross, an
American radiologist vacationing in
Spain, finds himself caught up in a deadly
search for centuries-old treasure,
embarking on a reckless journey from the
lazy beaches of Spain to the dark alleys of
Paris with a desperate American, a
beautiful girl and a gallery of violent
pursuers! Due Mar (American)
Victoria LAURIE
Demons Are a Ghoul’s Best
Friend
304pp Pb $13.95
Ghost Hunter Mystery. Northelm Boarding
School on Lake Placid has the worst bully
of all, a demon by the name of Hatchet
Jack. M J Holliday, along with her
partners Gilley and the handsome Dr
Steven Sable, are ready to send him back
to the portal from whence he came. The
school’s summer construction, an
uncooperative dean, and the very
tempting Dr Delicious are all trying to
distract M J from her ghost hunting. But
with a demonic disturbance as great as
Hatchet Jack, she must focus and show no
mercy to send him to detention for an
eternity, in hell. Due Mar (American)
Richard LAYMON
Cuts
416pp Pb $15.95
Albert Prince has one passion in life;
he loves to cut people, and he’s about to
leave a trail of blood from Chicago to
California. Due Mar (American)
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Marc LECARD
Vinnie’s Head
352pp Tp $27.95
Small-time Long Island criminal,
Johnnie LoDuco, gets involved with some
friends who rob a convenience store. Too
stoned to make a getaway, they pin all the
blame on him. When his childhood
buddy Vinnie bails him out of jail, he
agrees to partake in a get-rich quick scam
Vinnie has put together. But while out
fishing one day Johnnie reels in the
biggest catch of his life, Vinnie’s head on
the end of the line. Now mafia types,
bounty hunters, and Vinnie’s girlfriend
are after him. They all seem to want
Vinnie’s head, but Johnnie seems to have
misplaced it in an ice cooler, and if he
wants to live he needs to get it back. Due
Mar (American)
David LEVIEN
City of the Sun 352pp Tp $32.95
12-year-old Jamie Gabriel gets on his
bike before dawn to deliver newspapers
in his suburban neighbourhood.
Somewhere en route, he vanishes without
a trace. 14 months later, still with no sign
of Jamie and having lost all faith in the
police, his parents Paul and Carol are on
the verge of abandoning hope. Then they
meet private investigator Frank Behr, a
tough, reclusive ex-cop. Abandoned by
his former colleagues, separated from his
wife and haunted by his own terrible
past, Behr doesn’t make it a practice to
take on hopeless cases, but the desperate
couple’s plea for help awakens a personal
pain he can’t ignore. So begins his
unrelenting quest for answers in Jamie’s
disappearance. (American)
Greg LOOMIS
The Sinai Secret 384pp Pb $15.95
Lang Reilly Thriller #3. The murder of a
research scientist in Georgia sends Lang
Reilly on a worldwide chase to uncover
secrets that could upset the balance of
power in the Middle East, and unleash a
weapon more powerful than a nuclear
bomb. Due Mar (American)
Sergei LUKYANENKO
Day Watch (#2) 496pp Pb $24.95
This begins where
Night
Watch
(Pb
$24.95) left off, set in a
modern-day Moscow
where the 1,000-yearold treaty between
Light
and
Dark
maintains its uneasy
balance through careful
vigilance from the
Others. The forces of darkness keep an
eye during the day, the Day Watch, while
the agents of Light monitor the nighttime. Very senior Others called the
Inquisitors are the impartial judges
insisting on the essential compact. When
a very potent artefact is stolen from them,
the consequences are dire and drastic for
all sides. (Russian)
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Stuart MACBRIDE
Broken Skin
576pp Pb $10.00
In the pale
grey light of a
chilly February,
Aberdeen is not
at
its
best.
There’s a rapist
prowling
the
city’s
cold
granite streets,
leaving a string
of
tortured
women behind.
But while DS
Logan McRae’s girlfriend is out acting as
bait, he’s dealing with the blooddrenched body of an unidentified male,
dumped
outside
Accident
and
Emergency. When a stash of explicit films
turns up, all featuring the victim, it looks
as if someone in the local bondage
community has developed a taste for
violent death, and Logan gets dragged
into the twilight world of pornographers,
sex-shops and S&M. Due Mar (Scottish)
Nancy MARTIN
Crazy Little Thing Called Death
208pp Pb $13.95
Blackbird Sisters Mystery #6. Nora
Blackbird has made the society pages yet
again. The impoverished Philadelphia
heiress has agreed to wed Mick Abruzzo,
son of New Jersey’s most notorious
mobster, if he can survive the Blackbird
Curse. Anytime a Blackbird sister
remarries, the groom is bound to die...
Due Mar (American)
Ed McBAIN
Killer’s Wedge (1959)
240pp Pb $19.95
87th
Precinct.
Virginia Dodge is
determined to put a
bullet through Steve
Carella’s brain, and
she doesn’t care if
she has to kill all the
boys in the 87th
Precinct
in
the
process. Armed with
a gun and a bottle of
nitro-glycerine she
spends an afternoon terrorising Lieutenant
Byrnes and his men with her clever little
home-made bomb. Is there anything the
boys at the 87th can do to save Carella or
will this crazy woman achieve her goal?
Due Mar (American)
Lady Killer (1958)
240pp Pb $19.95
87th Precinct. “I will kill the lady tonight
at 8. What can you do about it?” That’s
what the letter read. 12 hours to find a
crank or stop a killer. And there will be no
second chances for ‘The Lady’ if the boys
of the 87th don’t guess right. Due Mar
(American)

Alexander McCALL SMITH
The Miracle at Speedy Motors
256pp Hb $35.00
Mma Ramotswe #9.
It
has
never
occurred
to
P r e c i o u s
Ramotswe
that
there might be
disadvantages to
being the bestknown
lady
detective
in
Botswana.
But
when she receives
a
threatening
anonymous letter, she is compelled to
reconsider her unconquerable belief in a
kind world and good neighbours. While
she ponders the identity of the letterwriter, Mma Ramotswe has a further set
of problems to solve, both professional
and personal. There is an adopted child’s
poignant search for her true family, and
Mr J L B Matekoni’s pursuit of an
expensive miracle for their own foster
daughter Motholeli. Due Mar (Scottish)
Brian McGRORY
Strangled
448pp Pb $15.95
Deadly and deep-seated political
conspiracies are nothing new to Jack
Flynn, the popular lead reporter of the
Boston Record. But he finds himself in the
middle of a case that everyone thought
had closed 40 years ago, the Boston
Strangler. Due Mar (American)
Patrick McMANUS
Avalanche
304pp Tp $27.95
Sheriff Bo Tully Mystery. Sheriff Bo
Tully of Blight County, Idaho, is back.
Tully and his retired sheriff father, Pap,
are on their way up to West Branch
Lodge, a fancy mountain resort, to
investigate a missing person’s case when
suddenly an avalanche thunders down
the mountain. Tully just barely manages
to outrun it in his car, but the road behind
them is blocked and will be for a while, so
they’ll be spending much more time up at
the lodge than they had planned. Due Mar
(American)
Ryu MURAKAMI
Piercing
192pp Pb $22.95
Kawashima Masayuki is a successful
graphic designer living in Tokyo with his
loving wife, Yoko, and their healthy baby
girl. Outwardly, their lives are a picture
of happiness and contentment. Every
night, however, unable to sleep,
Kawashima creeps from his bed and
watches over the baby’s crib while his
wife sleeps. But this is no ordinary
domestic scene, for on each of those
nights, as he stands gazing at his
newborn child, Kawashima has an icepick in his hand, and an almost visceral
desire to use it. Due Mar (Japanese)
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Jo NESBO
Nemesis
560pp Tp $32.95
Grainy CCTV footage shows a
man walking into a bank and putting a
gun to a cashier’s head. He tells her to
count to 25. When he doesn’t get his
money in time, she is executed. Detective
Harry Hole is assigned to the case. While
Harry’s girlfriend is away in Russia, an
old flame gets in touch. He goes to dinner
at her house and wakes up at home with
no memory of the past 12 hours. The
same morning the girl is found shot dead
in her bed. Harry begins to receive
threatening e-mails. Is someone trying to
frame him for this unexplained death?
Due Mar (Norwegian)
Charlie NEWTON
Calumet City 400pp Tp $27.95
Patti Black is the most decorated
cop in Chicago; a ghetto street officer, she
redefines the word badass. But the steelplated exterior she shows to the world
hides the hideous traumas of her past. As
an orphaned child, she was horribly
sexually abused by her foster parents,
and the torments of the past are only
barely contained by her meticulously
maintained tough-guy persona. When a
serious of seemingly unrelated cases - a
drug bust gone bad, a mayoral
assassination attempt, the abduction and
murder of a states attorney, a longhidden body walled up in a tenement
basement - all point in her direction, she
comes to the horrified realisation that her
past is no longer staying in its deeply
suppressed place. Due Mar (American)
James PATTERSON
The Sixth Target
448pp Pb $20.00
After a dramatic shoot out at a ferry dock,
Detective Lindsay Boxer is called to the
scene to find that three people have been
killed, and one of her closest friends,
Claire, has been shot and lies bleeding,
whilst the murderer is on the run.
Lindsay promises Claire that she’ll hunt
down this killer and bring him to justice,
but it doesn’t prove to be straightforward.
Due Mar (American)
Jason PINTER
The Guilty
384pp Pb $15.95
Henry Parker
#2.
After
the
murders of two
high-profile victims,
Journalist
Henry
Parker from The
Mark (Pb $17.95) is
led into the twisted
world of The Boy, a
place defined by a
demented code of
honour
and
shocking, long-buried secrets of the
world’s most infamous outlaw. Due Mar
(American)
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Ruth RENDELL
Collected Stories Two
592pp Tp $34.95
The new collection from Ruth Rendell
comprising the bestselling short stories
The New Girl Friend, The Coppper Peacock,
Blood Lines and Piranha to Scurfy. Murders
sometimes seem an afterthought to
Rendell’s stories, the obvious way to
closure but not really necessary to compel
our attention, because they are not the
grisliest things on show. Death seems
cosy compared with the lives she
describes. Due Mar (English)
W L RIPLEY
Pressing the Bet 368pp Pb $15.95
Cole Springer Thriller. After Cole
Springer’s friend goes missing in Las
Vegas, the friend’s father asks the former
Secret Service agent to look into it.
Springer has no choice but to return to Sin
City, even though the local mob warned
him never to come back. But the mob is
only part of Springer’s problems. Due Mar
(American)
Fran RIZER
Hey Diddle Diddle the Corpse
and the Fiddle
288pp Pb $13.95
Callie Parish Mystery #2. Mortuary
cosmetologist Callie Parrish and her
friend take off for a bluegrass festival on
Surcie Island. But when a fiddler turns up
dead, Callie has no choice but to take
centre stage in the investigation. Due Mar
(American)
Sara ROSETT
Staying Home is a Killer
288pp Pb $13.95
Mom Zone Mystery #2. Air Force wife Ellie
Avery is so good at organising, she’s
turned pro. However, after a fellow
military wife turns up dead, Ellie tackles
a different kind of case – murder… Due
Mar (American)
Michael ROBOTHAM
The Night Ferry 528pp Pb $20.00
Alisha Barba’s
dreams of being a
detective
were
shattered when a
murder
suspect
broke her back
across a brick wall.
Now on her feet
again, with her
police career in
limbo, she receives a
message from an old
school friend, Cate Beaumont, who is
eight months pregnant and in trouble. On
the night they arrange to meet, Cate is
mown down by a car that kills her
husband instantly. As paramedics fight to
save her life they discover there is no
baby. Her pregnancy is an elaborate lie, a
cruel deception. Why? Due Mar
(Australian)
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Nancy ROSENBERG
Revenge of the Innocents
304pp Pb $15.95
Carolyn Sullivan #4. Probation officer
Carolyn Sullivan knew everything about
Veronica Campbell’s haunted past, her
stormy relationship with her husband
Drew, and the emotional darkness
threatening her fragile 17-year-old
daughter Jude. But there’s no way her
friend would have taken her own life. And
when Carolyn receives a note threatening
her away from the case, she knows a killer
is at large. Due Mar (American)
Craig RUSSELL
Eternal
464pp Pb $21.95
Two high profile victims, a former
Left-wing radical turned environmental
campaigner and a geneticist researching
the possibility of inherited memory, are
found murdered within 24 hours of each
other. Both men have been scalped.
Forensic tests reveal that single red hairs
left at each scene belong to neither victim,
but were cut from the same head, 20 years
earlier. Jan Fabel and his murder team
find themselves under political and
media pressure to track down a killer
whom the press has already christened
‘The Hamburg Hairdresser’. Due Mar
(American)
Ian SANSOM
The Delegate’s Choice
240pp Pb $20.00
Israel Armstrong, one
of literature’s most
unlikely detectives,
returns for more crime
solving adventure in
this hilarious third
novel
from
The
Mobile Library series.
Israel has been invited
to attend the Mobile
Meet in London, the
annual mobile library convention, with
his irascible companion Ted Carson. Back
in the UK, Israel is reunited with his
family, and there is much eating of
paprika chicken, baklava and the
drinking of good coffee. But within only
24 hours of their arrival, the mobile
library has been nicked. Who on earth
would want to steal a 32-year-old rustbucket of a van, and who can the two men
turn to for assistance? Due Mar (English)
James SHEEHAN
The Law of Second Chances
544pp Tp $32.95
Benny Avrile, an impoverished hood in
New York City, is about to hit the bigtime. His mark is a retired oil man who is
visiting his mistress with $10,000 in his
pocket. Benny is told that if he carries out
the robbery he’ll get a share of the profits,
an offer that is far too good to refuse. But
as he walks up to the oilman’s car, gun in
hand, a shot rings out, and the oilman
falls dead... Due Mar (American)
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Sharon SHORT
Tie Dyed and Dead
240pp Pb $13.95
Stain Busting Mystery #6. Laundromat
owner Josie Toadfern is asked to perform
her stain-busting magic on the old tiedyed costumes of a singing group from
the 1960s reuniting for a benefit. But the
dresses go missing, only to reappear in a
fashion more deadly than retro… Due
Mar (American)
Tom Rob SMITH
Child Forty Four 736pp Tp $32.95
MGB officer Leo is a man who never
questions the Party Line. He arrests
whomever he is told to arrest. He
dismisses the horrific death of a young
boy because he is told to, because he
believes the Party stance that there can be
no murder in Communist Russia. Leo is
the perfect soldier of the regime. But
suddenly his confidence that everything
he does serves a great good is shaken. He
is forced to watch a man he knows to be
innocent be brutally tortured. And then
he is told to arrest his own wife... Due Mar
(American)
Julia SPENCER-FLEMING
All Mortal Flesh 400pp Pb $13.95
Rev
Clare
Fergusson Mystery
#5. Police Chief
Russ Van Alstyne’s
first encounter with
Clare
Fergusson
was in the hospital
emergency room on
a
freezing
December night. A
newborn infant had
been abandoned on
the town’s Episcopal Church steps. If
Russ had known that the church had a
new priest, he certainly would never have
guessed that it would be a woman. Not a
woman like Clare. That night in the
hospital was the beginning of an
attraction so fierce, so forbidden, that the
only thing that could keep them safe from
compromising their every belief was
distance - but in a small town like Millers
Kill, distance is hard to find. Due Mar
(American)
Lyndon STACEY
Murder in Mind 432pp Pb $21.95
Sophie Bradford is pretty, blonde and
an accomplished flirt. When her body is
found dumped in a ditch on a lonely West
Country road, Jamie Mullin is the prime
suspect. He was her latest boyfriend and
they’d had a very public row just before
she disappeared. Jamie protests his
innocence but soon spirals into a
breakdown fuelled by frustration, selfpity and drink, and it is left to his friend,
Matt Shepherd, to fight his corner. Can he
find the truth behind what appears to be
a motiveless murder? Due Mar
(American)
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Amanda STEVENS
The Devil’s Footprints
384pp Pb $13.95
14 years after the
mutilated body of her
teenaged sister was
found in an abandoned
Alabama farmhouse,
Sarah DeLaune is
plunged
into
a
nightmare world of
self-doubt after her
dying father accuses
her of murdering her
sister. Due Mar (American)
Aline TEMPLETON
Lying Dead
432pp Pb $20.00
On a beautiful, eerily quiet May
morning in a remote corner of
Scotland, a girl is found brutally
bludgeoned to death, the silence of the
scene broken only by the ringing of her
mobile telephone. DI Marjory Fleming
thrives on the adrenalin and tension that
come with heading a major crime
investigation. With the discovery of not
one, but two murdered corpses on her
patch, she’s about to feel the pressure like
never before... Due Mar (Scottish)
Peter TURNBULL

Chelsea Smile
192pp Tp $27.95
Hennessey and Yellich
Mysteries. This is a
new
case
for
Hennessey
and
Yellich. Five years
after Duncan Percival
is
rendered
a
vegetable after a
vicious attack, he
finally dies. It is now a
murder investigation
and DCI Hennessey and DS Yellich are
brought in to renew the evidence and reinterview the suspects, along with DS
Thompson Ventnor who worked on the
original investigation. As they delve
deeper, bodies start turning up and the
links to a criminal gang become clear. But
who is the leader of the organisation, and
who is pulling the strings now that
Duncan Percival is dead? Due Mar
(English)
Martyn WAITES
White Riot
464pp Pb $19.95
When the savagely beaten body of
a Muslim student is discovered in a
rundown area of Newcastle, blame falls on
the far right National Unity Party, but for
once they appear to be innocent. In fact,
with elections looming, they are poised to
make significant gains. Not the best time
for Trevor Whitman, ex-70s radical, to
return to his native north-east. Haunted by
his violent past, he’s receiving death
threats over the murder of a policeman
years ago. Joe Donovan is called in to
investigate. Due Mar (English)
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Michael WHITE
The Medici Secret
234pp Tp $32.95
In the crypt of the Medici Chapel in
Florence, scientist Edie Granger and her
Uncle Carlin Mackenzie are examining
the remains of one of the most powerful
families in Renaissance Italy. They have
some serious doubts about the true
identity of at least two of the 500-year-old
bodies meshing past and present into
gripping thriller. Due Mar (Australian)
Randy Wayne WHITE
Hunter’s Moon
352pp Pb $19.95
Doc Ford Mystery. Doc Ford saves a
former President of the United States
from assassination, and regrets it. Months
ago, Kal Wilson’s wife was killed in a
plane crash. President Wilson is sure it
was no accident, and he wants revenge.
He needs Doc Ford to spring him loose
from the watchful eye of the Secret
Service, keep him alive, and then get him
home. Ford has just been picked for
presidential duty - whether he likes it or
not. Due Mar (American)
Stephen WHITE
Dry Ice
528pp Pb $19.95
Psychopath Michael McClelland
escapes from a mental hospital to exact
revenge against those responsible for his
confinement, including psychologist Alan
Gregory and his family. McClelland has
the upper hand-secrets from Alan’s past
that set a diabolical game in motion. Due
Mar (American)
Jacqueline WINSPEAR
Incomplete Revenge
288pp Tp $33.00
Maisie Dobbs #5. 1931. Maisie Dobbs’ new
case takes her to the pastoral beauty of the
Kent Weald where acts of arson, theft and
vandalism around the village of
Heronsdene have gone suspiciously
unreported for more than a decade. Maisie
must draw on all of her finely honed skills
of detection to solve one of her most
intriguing cases. Due Mar (English)

HISTORICAL
CRIME
Boris AKUNIN
Special Assignments
336pp Pb $23.00
Erast Fandorin #5. Akunin’s well-loved,
inimitable hero faces two very different
adversaries: one, a deft, comedic swindler
and master of disguise, whose
machinations send ripples spreading
through the carefully maintained calm of
Moscow in 1886, and the other a brutal
serial killer, driven by an insane, maniacal
obsession, who strikes terror into the heart
of the Moscow slums in 1889 - and who
may have more in common with London’s
own Jack the Ripper than simply a taste for
women of easy virtue. Due Mar (Russian)
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State Counsellor
272pp Tp $33.00
Erast Fandorin #6. The reactionary
Adjutant General Khrapov, newly
appointed governor-general of Siberia
and soon-to-be minister of the interior, is
murdered in his official saloon carriage
on his way from St. Petersburg to
Moscow. The killer, disguised as
Fandorin, boards the train at Klin, where
it has been delayed by snowdrifts on the
line. He leaves a knife bearing the initials
C G (Combat Group) thrust up to the hilt
in his victim’s chest and escapes through
the window of the carriage. Fandorin is
first arrested for the crime, but quickly
released when the train pulls into
Moscow and the General’s staff realise
their blunder. Due Mar (Russian)
Nick DRAKE
Tutankhamun
459pp Tp $32.95
Tutankhamun, son of Akhenaten, has
inherited an empire that seems to be at the
height of its power and international glory.
But the young King, just 18 years old, is
faced with the political and personal
intrigues and conspiracies of the Court,
where his godfather Ay, and the General
Horemheb are locked in a bitter struggle
for ascendancy. Tutankhamun must steer
the empire back from the brink of disaster
and dissent to which his father
Akhenaten’s rule led the Two Lands of
Egypt, and re-assert the stability and
authority of his famous dynasty. Due Mar
(English)
Lawrence GOLDSTONE
The Anatomy of Deception
336pp Tp $32.95
Philadelphia, 1889. In the morgue of the
city hospital, physicians uncover the
corpse of a beautiful young woman. What
they see takes their breath away. Within
days, one of the surgeons, Ephraim
Carroll, strongly suspects that he knows
the woman’s identity. His investigations
take him from the bloody and brutal
medical world in which he practices and
into the drawing rooms of Philadelphia’s
high society where he soon learns that
nothing - and no one - is what they seem.
Due Mar (American)
Susanna GREGORY
Blood on the Strand (#2)
464pp Pb $25.00
Rebellion is in the air of London in the
spring of 1663. Thomas Chaloner, spy for
the King’s intelligence service, has just
returned from thwarting a planned revolt
in Dublin, but soon realises that
England’s capital is no haven of peace. He
is ordered to investigate the shooting of a
beggar during a royal procession. He
soon learns the man is no vagrant, but
someone with links to the powerful
Company of Barber-Surgeons. Due Mar
(English)
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The Butcher of Smithfield
512pp Hb $55.00
Chaloner #3. Thomas Chaloner, just
returned from a clandestine excursion to
Spain and Portugal on behalf of the
Queen, finds London dank and grey
under leaden skies. He finds many things
changed, including the Government
slapping a tax on printed newspapers.
Hand written news reports escape the
duty, and the rivalry between the
producers of the two conduits of news is
the talk of the coffee houses with the
battle to be first with any sort of
intelligence escalating into violent rivalry.
And it seems that a number of citizens
who have eaten cucumbers have come to
untimely deaths. Due Mar (English)
Edward MARSTON
The Painted Lady
288pp Pb $19.95
Restoration Mystery #6. Araminta Jewell is
one of the beauties of her day; a witty,
resourceful, dazzling young lady who
manages to resist all the blandishments
that come her way. It is during her first
sitting for a portrait painted by the
fashionable French artist Jean-Paul
Villemot that the architect Christopher
Redmayne meets the lovely Lady
Culthorpe, although he has heard much
about her through his dissipated brother
Henry, one of her most ardent pursuers.
Before the portrait can be finished and
revealed, however, Sir Martin is
murdered. Joining forces with Henry and
his good friend the puritan Constable
Jonathan Bale, Christopher embarks on a
quest to discover the killer’s identity. Due
Mar (English)
Roger MORRIS
A Vengeful Longing
336pp Tp $32.95
Porfiry Petrovich #2. It’s the middle of a hot,
dusty St Petersburg summer in the late
1860s. A doctor’s wife and son die
suddenly and the doctor is arrested,
suspected of poisoning. As investigator
Petrovich concedes, in such cases the
obvious solution often turns out to be the
correct solution. And in the city’s stifling,
stinking atmosphere, even he lacks the
energy to look any deeper. But when
further, apparently unconnected, murders
occur, Petrovich is forced to reassess his
assumptions. Due Mar (English)
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Ian MORSON
City of the Dead
208pp Hb $49.95
Nick Zuliani Mystery #1. When Nick
Zuliani, Venetian entrepreneur and
explorer, is down on his luck in the
Crimea, he is dragged out of the gutter by
Friar Alberoni. The priest wants him to be
his bodyguard for an amazing journey to
the court of the Mongol overlord, Kubla
Khan, in the fabled city of Xanadu, whose
streets are rumoured to be paved with
gold. Zuliani jumps at the chance, but he
regrets his decision when he becomes
embroiled in solving the murder of the
man Alberoni was seeking. Due Mar
(English)
Barrie ROBERTS
Sherlock Holmes and the American
Angels
192pp Tp $27.95
It is spring 1902. America is coming to
terms with the murder of President
McKinley the previous autumn; Britain is
preparing to crown King Edward the
Seventh.
A
series
of
cryptic
advertisements in a personal column lead
Holmes to a body in Regent’s Park, and
when a Scottish lawyer is found
murdered in a London hotel on the same
day, Holmes senses a conspiracy
connected with the Jacobites. Due Mar
(English)
Kate SEDLEY
The Green Man
256pp Hb $54.95
Roger
Chapman
Medieval Mystery. In
the summer of 1482,
an English army,
under the command
of Richard, Duke of
Gloucester, invades
Scotland in order to
win back the border
town of Berwick-onTweed and to put
King James the Third’s renegade younger
brother, the Duke of Albany, on the
Scottish throne. Albany insists that his old
acquaintance, Roger Chapman, be a
member of his personal bodyguard, so an
astonished and extremely reluctant Roger
finds himself, by royal decree, a part of
the invading forces. But during the march
northwards, a series of sinister events,
centred around the cult figure of the
mythical Green Man, makes Roger
question Albany’s true motive for
requesting his presence. Due Mar
(English)
Frank TALLIS
Fatal Lies
420pp Tp $32.95
Dr Max Lieberman #3. Vienna, 1903. In St
Florian’s military school, a rambling
edifice set high in the hills of the City’s
famous woods, a young cadet is found
dead, his body lacerated with razor
wounds. Once again, Inspector Oskar
Rheinhardt calls on his friend, and
disciple of Freud, Doctor Max
Liebermann, to help him with the
investigation. (English)
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Marilyn TODD
Blind Eye
224pp Hb $52.95
High Priestess Iliona Mystery #1. A new
series set in Ancient Greece. Blackmailed
into spying for Sparta’s hated secret
police,
High
Priestess
Iliona’s
investigations keep turning up the same
stories of a one-eyed giant that lives in the
hills above Sicily, the legendary Cyclops.
But soon Iliona comes to realise that the
threat to her country doesn’t come from
the so-called Cyclops, or even their archenemy, Athens; it comes from deep
within Sparta itself… Due Mar (English)
Peter TREMAYNE
Dancing With Demons (#18)
448pp Pb $20.00
Sister Fidelma must investigate the
murder of the High King himself and by
doing so risk civil war, in Tremayne’s
brilliant new novel in the popular series.
Due Mar (English)
David WISHART
Illegally Dead
304pp Hb $60.00
Marcus
Corvinus
#11. When Corvinus
receives a letter,
with a tantalising
PS, from his adopted
daughter, Marilla,
mentioning
there
might have been a
murder, he hot-foots
it to Castrimoenium
at once. Not that
everyone agrees that
Lucius Hostilius was murdered. Poison
was apparently the means of death, but
Lucius was terminally ill: it was only a
matter of time. Although he hasn’t any
official investigative status, Corvinus
can’t resist doing a little amateur
sleuthing. And he has barely begun when
two other corpses turn up and he is
formally on the case... Due Mar (Scottish)

CRIME
AUDIO
M C BEATON
Death of a Gentle Lady:
A Hamish Macbeth Mystery
5 CD Unabridged $60.00
Gentle by name, gentle by nature.
Everyone in the sleepy Scottish town of
Lochdubh adores elderly Mrs Gentle,
everyone but Hamish Macbeth, that is.
Hamish thinks the gentle lady is quite sly
and vicious, and the citizens of Lochdubh
think he is overly cranky. When Mrs
Gentle
dies
under
mysterious
circumstances, the town is shocked and
outraged. Chief Detective Inspector Blair
suspects members of her family, but
Hamish thinks there’s more to the story,
and begins investigating the truth behind
this lady’s gentle exterior. Read by
Graeme Malcolm. (Scottish)
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Lindsey DAVIS
The Iron Hand of Mars
3 CD $35.00
With
Titus
Caesar
in
pursuit
of
Marcus Didius
Falco’s patrician
girlfriend
Helena,
the
sleuth Falco is
dispatched by Vespasian on an
undercover mission to Roman Gaul,
where there has been trouble with the
natives. He must exercise his diplomatic
skills on the very uncivil Civilis. BBC fullcast dramatisation. Due Mar (English)
Arthur Conan DOYLE
Collected Memoirs of Sherlock
Holmes
12 CD (slipcase) $110.00
Arthur Conan Doyle’s fictional detective
is one of the most enduringly popular
audiobooks. Clive Merrison stars as
Holmes with Michael Williams as Watson
in these adventures, part of the unique
fully dramatised BBC canon of Conan
Doyle’s short stories and novels featuring
the world-famous sleuth. (English)
Martha GRIMES
Dakota
8 CD $75.00
Grimes’s beloved Andi Oliver returns, on
the run from her past. (English)
Robert B PARKER
Stranger in Paradise
5 CD (Unabridged) $59.95
Police Chief Jesse Stone faces his most
fearsome adversary in the latest addition
to the celebrated series. Read by James
Naughton. (American)
J D ROBB (aka Nora ROBERTS)
Strangers in Death
11 CD $65.00
Technology may be
different in 2060 New
York, yet the city is
still a place of many
cultures and great
divides. And as ever,
some
murders
receive
more
attention than others,
especially those in
which the victim is a
p r o m i n e n t
businessman, found in his Park Avenue
apartment, tied to the bed - and strangled
- with cords of black velvet. It does not
surprise Lieutenant Eve Dallas that
Thomas Anders’s scandalous death is a
source of titillation and speculation for
the public, and humiliation for his family.
Read by Susan Ericksen. (American)
Jenny WHITE
The Abyssinian Proof:
A Kamil Pasha Novel 11 CD $59.95
Nineteenth-century Istanbul thrills in this
page-turner about a conspiracy to steal an
ancient reliquary whose secret could
change the world. Read by Nadia May.
(American)

Jacqueline WINSPEAR
Incomplete Revenge: A Maisie Dobbs
Novel
9 CD $75.00
With the country in the grip of economic
malaise, and worried about her business,
Maisie Dobbs is relieved to accept an
apparently straightforward assignment
from an old friend to investigate certain
matters concerning a potential land
purchase. Her inquiries take her to a
picturesque village in Kent, but beneath
its pastoral surface she finds evidence
that something is amiss. (English)
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CRIME
NON-FICTION
Vincent BUGLIOSI
Outrage: The Five Reasons Why O J
Simpson Got Away with Murder
512pp Pb $20.95
Here at last is the account of the O J
Simpson case that no one else has dared
to write, that no one else “could” write.
Bugliosi, who never lost a murder case,
brilliantly outlines the five reasons why
Simpson got away with murder,: the
worst possible jury, a sloppy and
incomplete prosecution, a change of
venue, judicial error that allowed the
defence to play the race card and a weak
summation and rebuttal that barely
addressed the defence’s frame-up and
conspiracy theories. Due Mar (American)
George ‘Woody’ CLARKE
Justice and Science: Trials and
Triumphs of DNA Evidence
216pp Hb $49.95
George ‘Woody’ Clarke has been
renowned for years in legal circles and
among the news media because of his
expertise in DNA evidence. In this
memoir, he chronicles his experiences in
some of the most notorious sexual assault
and murder court cases in California. He
charts the beginnings of DNA testing in
police investigations and the fight for its
acceptance by courts and juries. He
illustrates the power of science in cases he
personally prosecuted or in which he
assisted, including his work with the
prosecution team in the trial of O J
Simpson. (American)
Catherine CRIER
Final Analysis: The Untold Story of
the Susan Polk Murder Case
240pp Pb $15.95
In October 2002, Susan Polk, a housewife
and mother of three, was arrested for the
murder of her husband, Felix. The arrest
in her northern California town kicked off
what would become one of the most
captivating murder trials in recent
memory, as police, local attorneys, and
the national media sought to unravel the
complex web of events that sent this
seemingly devoted housewife over the
edge. Due Mar (American)
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Mark DALE & W BECKER
Crime Scene: How Forensic Science
Works
254pp Pb $39.95
Unlike the popular trade books out there
on crime scene investigation, this book
doesn’t just focus on the gory details of a
crime and how it is solved; rather, it
introduces the student to the science of
the investigation and what it takes to
break a case. Due Mar (American)
Mike DASH
Satan’s Circus: Vice Police
Corruption and New York’s Trial of
the Century
464pp Hb $49.95
Nearly ten million men and women have
served the United States as police officers.
Only one has been executed for murder.
Dash vividly opens up the world of 20th
century New York, and tells the gripping
story of Charley Becker’s rise and fall,
and the two sensational murder trials that
led to his gruesome death in the electric
chair. Due Mar (American)
Clive EMSLEY & Haia SHAPAYERMAKOV (Eds)
Police Detectives in History,
1750-1950
266pp Hb $137.50
While the history of the uniformed police
has prompted considerable research, the
historical study of police detectives has
been largely neglected; confined for the
most part to a chapter or a brief mention in
books dealing with the development of the
police in general. The collection redresses
this imbalance. Investigating themes
central to the history of detection, such as
the inchoate distinction between criminals
and detectives, the professionalisation of
detective work and the establishment of
colonial police forces, the book provides
the first detailed examination of detectives
as an occupational group, with a distinct
occupational culture. (English)
Kevin FLYNN
Relentless Pursuit: The True Story of
an Unspeakable Murder and One
Man’s Obsession to Bring the Killer
to Justice
336pp Pb $15.95
The true story of the brutal 1993 murder
of a mother and daughter in Washington,
D C told by federal homicide prosecutor
Kevin Flynn. Due Mar (American)
Ron FRANSCELL
The Darkest Night: Two Sisters, a
Brutal Murder and the Loss of
Innocence in a Small Town
320pp Pb $13.95
Casper, Wyoming: 1973. 11-year-old Amy
Burridge rides with her 18-year-old sister,
Becky, to the grocery store. When they
finish their shopping, Becky’s car gets a
flat tire. Two men politely offer them a ride
home. But they were anything but Good
Samaritans. The girls would suffer
unspeakable crimes at the hands of these
men before being thrown from a bridge
into the North Platte River. One
miraculously survived. The other did not.
Due Mar (American)
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Michael LESY
Murder City: The Bloody History of Chicago in the
Twenties
224pp Pb $21.95
“Things began as they usually did: Someone shot someone
else.” So begins a chapter of this sharp, fearless collection
from a master storyteller. Revisiting 17 Chicago murder
cases, Lesy captures an extraordinary moment in American
history, bringing to life a city where newspapers scrambled
to cover the latest mayhem. Due Mar (American)

Joyce MAYNARD
Internal Combustion: The Story of a Marriage and a Murder in the Motor
City
496pp Pb $22.95
On Mother’s Day night, 2004, award winning fourth grade teacher, Nancy
Seaman left the Tudor home she shared with her husband of 32 years in the gated
community of Farmington Hills, near Detroit, Michigan, and drove in a driving
rain storm to Home Depot, to purchase a hatchet. Three days later, police
discovered the mutilated body of Bob Seaman a successful auto industry engineer
and softball coach in the back of the family’s Ford Explorer... Due Mar (American)
William PHELPS
If Looks Could Kill: Money, Marriage, Adultery and...Murder
480pp Pb $13.95
Phelps details the twisted, true story of Cynthia Rohr-George, a stunning socialite
and beauty queen in Akron, Ohio, who was convicted of orchestrating a horrific
murder, then had her conviction overturned in a shocking turn of events. Due
Mar (American)
John SILVESTER & Anne RULE
Underbelly: The Gangland War
320pp Pb $24.95
They called Carl Williams ‘The Truth,’ but the truth was he was just a fat kid with
a pill press and a taste for fast food, women and bucks. He got lucky the day Jason
Moran shot him in the belly instead of the head. Carl didn’t return the favour: one
by one, Moran, his family and friends were shot dead during an underworld war
of extermination. Tie-in with Channel Nine’s TV series. (Australian)
Marilee STRONG
Erased: Missing Women, Murdered Wives
352pp Hb $37.95
In what may be one of the most important, news-making
books of the year, Strong brings years of experience probing
the darker areas of human psychology to reveal what is
really going on behind the endless stream of “missing
women” stories that have dominated the news since the
disappearance of Laci Peterson. This book re-examines the
Peterson case and explores more than 50 others fascinating
and notorious killings that fit this new psychological and
criminal profile and exposes how easy it can be to get away
with murder. Due Mar (American)
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